Sabertooths And The Ice Age: A Nonfiction Companion To Magic Tree House #7: Sunset Of The Sabertooth (Magic Tree House (R) Fact Tracker)
Track the facts with Jack and Annie! When Jack and Annie got back from their adventure in Magic Tree House #7: Sunset of the Sabertooth, they had lots of questions. What was it like to live in the Ice Age? How did early humans stay warm enough to survive? Who made the first cave paintings? What happened to saber-toothed cats and woolly mammoths? Find out the answers to these questions and more as Jack and Annie track the facts.

Filled with up-to-date information, photos, illustrations, and fun tidbits from Jack and Annie, the Magic Tree House Fact Trackers are the perfect way for kids to find out more about the topics they discovered in their favorite Magic Tree House adventures. And teachers can use Fact Trackers alongside their Magic Tree House fiction companions to meet common core text pairing needs. Have more fun with Jack and Annie on the Magic Tree House website at MagicTreeHouse.com!

From the Trade Paperback edition.

We love all the research guides for MTH. They are written at a higher Lexile level than the stories but it makes them fun to read together. My 6 year old doesn’t have the patience to read through a research guide the entire way through on her own but together it makes for a fun project...she gets
to tell me about what happened in the story to Jack & Annie and together we learn some fun facts about whatever time/place the story was about.

Personally, I am not very excited by the fictional series of Magic Tree House books. The extra stuff about Jack and Annie are very boring to me and I’ve found many students who feel the same way. What excites me and I find interesting are the non-fiction companion books. They are 10 times better than the fiction books. I love to read them and learn a lot from reading them.

It was very difficult to find a book that was geared towards young readers that had details about animals of the Ice Age - but this book is perfect! This is a great book filled with facts about Ice Age animals. It has a number of pages dedicated specifically to the sabertooth, but also has info on some of the other Ice Age creatures. Also discusses what life was like for the people of the time.

Great book for children interested in learning about the Ice Age. Although it is from the "Magic Tree House" series, children don’t have to read or know anything about the series to learn from and enjoy this book. Good info for adults, too!

I have a three and five year old girls and this is the best series going. It is appropriate for the Kindergardener and we have read every single book. Each book in the series is give or take 100 pages but it is a quick and easy read. In reading the books your kids not only get a great story but also pick up on a little history which can lead to some great discussions. I actually read the books with my ipad close by so I can google pictures of the things/places that Jack and Annie (the brother and sister in the books) visit or see. I would recommend these books for every parent/child. When I am done I will be donating the entire set to the local library. Regarding pricing, if your intent is to read the entire series look for don’t buy the four book package or single books. There are set of 1-28 and I think there is a set that is everything published 1-48. As with most things, if you buy the whole set you save significant money!

My grandson had had a tough week. He loves books. He had always wanted a fact checker book. When it was this one about sabertooth tigers and the ice age, he had to sit down and read it. It made his week because he had just finished the Magic Tree House Book #12..

My daughter loves this series. Very informative for her age. She loves Magic Tree house books, so
she is very happy to know something new from Jack and Annie. I think this series one of the best nonfiction’s books for kids.

My son really enjoys the entire series of The Magic Tree House and the guidebooks. The stories keep him turning pages, in addition it provides additional learning material on the subjects being written about. Once they start reading with book one, children will want to continue the journey in the following books.

Download to continue reading...
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